






















































 

 
 

2008 Singapore Grand Prix 
Transcript of Extracts from Renault file 
“everything_08R15_Race_2008 192002” 

 
Time Person 

speaking 
Text 

00.50.07 [Engineer] Still don’t have, I don’t have any laps or gaps in position, 
nothing. 

  [Pause] 

 [Engineer] Fuel for Fernando is 43, four three. 

 [Engineer] What’s that [Engineer]? 

  [Pause] 

 [Engineer] I didn’t say anything [Engineer]. 

 [Engineer] 43, four three, for Fernando? 

 [Engineer] Okay sorry, 43 for Fernando. 

 [Engineer] [Engineer] you restarted it yet or not? 

 [Engineer] Yeah, starting takes ages. 

 [Engineer] Nakajima was being told that Trulli was heavy so he needs to 
overtake him as well. 

 Pat Symonds While we’re behind Nakajima we’re f***ed, we’re not going 
anywhere. 

 [Engineer] I agree. 

 Pat Symonds I’m also… 

 [Engineer] It’s f***ing our three stop isn’t it completely. 

 Pat Symonds Yeah absolutely.  I’m also concerned about that that fuel 
current thing, um as soon as we get laps coming in I’m 
gonna look for gaps. 

 [Engineer] All right mate. 

 [Engineer] I agree. Stupid [inaudible]. 

 Flavio Briatore The problem is Trulli. 

 [Engineer] Yeah, it’s Trulli.  I mean he’s three seconds slower than 
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Heidfeld. 

 Pat Symonds Yep. 

 Flavio Briatore I don’t understand why Rosberg not try hard. 

 [Engineer] Yep. 

 Pat Symonds I can tell you now we’re not three-stopping. 

 [Engineer] Okay , [Engineer] get ready for a change. 

 [Engineer] Yep. 

 [[Engineer] I’m still waiting [Engineer]. 

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 [Engineer] Did you check you don’t have a fuss with the time zone or, or 
the date or something stupid like that? 

 [Engineer] No it, it was fine as it was.  

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 [Engineer] That was an awful second sector for us anyway. 

 [Engineer] At this space for Fernando we are lap 15 so far and maybe 
we get to 16.  We’ll see how it develops. 

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 Pat Symonds [Engineer], don’t worry about fuel because I’m going to get 
him out of this traffic earlier than that. 

00.53.01 [Engineer] Okay. 

 Pat Symonds? Any question of how much [inaudible]. 

 [Engineer] Everything looks okay with the fuel system at the moment. 

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 Flavio Briatore A yellow flag went up. 

 [Engineer] Looks like something on the circuit [inaudible] looks like 
someone’s knee support. 

 [Engineer] Yes, there’s a yellow flag – where is it? 
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 [Engineer] Between nine and ten. 

 [Engineer] Between nine and ten. 

 [Engineer] A yellow flag nine ten. 

 [Engineer] There’s a bit of debris in the middle of the circuit there. 

 [Engineer] Maybe debris on the circuit.  Yellow flag between nine and 
ten and we think there’s debris on the circuit. 

 Pat Symonds That’s not gonna be a safety car. 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

Okay, okay. 

 [Engineer] Okay, Nelson completed 5 laps.  The estimate is 28.7 mixer 
five 29.5 on mixer three and the fuel load is 38 kilos, three 
eight. 

 [Engineer] Okay 38 three eight for Nelson. 

 Pat Symonds Keep him on five. 

 [Engineer] Okay, break temps at the moment. 

 Flavio Briatore [Inaudible] Fernando will be going nowhere? 

 Pat Symonds Absolutely.  Um we’ve got a little strategy programme 
problem but as soon as I’ve got it back I’m gonna be looking 
for a gap to put him in. 

  [Pause] 

 [Engineer] And fuel [inaudible] on next straight. 

 [Engineer] Thank you very much. 

  [Pause] 

 [Engineer] Someone [inaudible]. 

 [Engineer] It’s started but there’s no film feed yet. 

 [Engineer] Still yellow nine and ten. 

 [Engineer] How about that [Engineer], try that, anything? 

 [Engineer] [Inaudible] 
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 [Engineer] Yes ten. 

 Pat Symonds I’m not gonna get anything through [Engineer]. 

 [Engineer] Try disconnect reconnect Pat. 

 Pat Symonds Okay. 

  [Pause] 

 [Engineer] Fail sensor ten and still yellow. 

 [Engineer] Rosberg plus Trulli. 

 [Engineer] Okay I’ve got film activity. 

 Pat Symonds That just makes it worse for us…[inaudible] leaded lap. 

 Flavio Briatore Let’s see the Japanese now yutaw taw. 

 [Engineer] Pumps okay. 

  [Pause] 

 Pat Symonds I think Rosberg will be quite light because he’s on options but 
this is still bad news for us.  We’ve, we’ve gotta think out of 
the box now. 

 [Engineer] Okay, [Engineer] it says lapdate has been reset for unknown 
session so it looks like…it doesn’t recognise this as a as a 
race if you like. 

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 Flavio Briatore Fernando need to overtake somebody there because that is 
not… 

 Pat Symonds Yeah. 

 Flavio Briatore That Trulli’s very slow eh? 

 [Engineer] Okay, I’ll tell him. 

00.56.44 [Engineer] Clear track, clear track. 

 [Engineer] Track clear, track clear. 

 [Engineer] Just got alarm for charging system failed. 
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 [Engineer] Track is clear, track is clear and come on Nelson you need to 
overtake Barrichello. 

 [Engineer] What’s failed [Engineer]? 

 [Engineer] Charging system failed.  Um, triggers if the supply current is 
below 15 amps. 

 [Engineer] Got an alternator problem. 

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 Pat Symonds I need as much information as I can get on that as quickly as 
possible please. 

 [Engineer] [Engineer] is that a false alarm? 

 Pat Symonds And it’s Fernando’s car we’re talking about? 

 [Engineer] Yes. 

 [Engineer] [Engineer] is looking after that. 

 Pat Symonds Okay, I need an answer in the next err three laps thanks a 
lot. 

 [Engineer] From here we can’t see this this alarm so… 

 [Engineer] Okay, maybe its just my telemetry. 

 [Engineer] I’ve got it on mine. 

 Flavio Briatore [Inaudible]…Nakajima. 

 Pat Symonds Nakajima yeah. 

 Flavio Briatore Yeah, come on. 

 [Engineer] Are we passed Nakajima? 

 [Engineer] Yeah 

 [Engineer] Or is it just Nakajima’s got passed Trulli? 

 Nelson Piquet 
Jnr 

What lap are we in, what lap are we in? 

 [Engineer] Nakajima’s got past Trulli. 
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 [Engineer] It’s not a false alarm but we’re looking for the data to see 
proper value of all the [inaudible] but so far we don’t see 
anything. 

 [Engineer] He just asked what lap are we in. 

 Pat Symonds Yeah, tell him that he’s about to complete lap 8.  Is that 
correct? 

 [Engineer] That’s correct yeah.  I think he was asking what lap are we in 
though but, which he already knows. 

 Pat Symonds No just tell him, he is about, he’s just completing, he is about 
to complete lap 8.   

 [Engineer] Understood. 

 [Engineer] Someone hearing any news – anything? 

 [Engineer] I’m just changing something now, hang on. 

 Flavio Briatore [inaudible] came though yeah? 

 [Engineer] You’ve just completed lap 8, you’ve just completed lap 8. 

 Nelson Piquet 
Jnr 

I can’t see Gabria, I can’t see Gabria. 

 [Engineer] Okay, want to tell him this straight yes? 

 Pat Symonds Just say understood – say understood.  He can’t see the pit 
board. 

 [Engineer] Okay – understood. 

 Pat Symonds Don’t worry [Engineer]. 

 [Engineer] Okay, I think we’ve got him. 

 [Engineer] Understood. 

 Pat Symonds Gabriel – can you hear? 

 [Engineer] He just said “yes”. 

 Pat Symonds Okay.  Just try and get that pit board a bit further out, wave it 
or do something like that. 

 [Engineer] Okay, we cannot see anything wrong on the alternator for 
Fernando’s car; the issue the only point we can see is he’s 
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been low on the rev at some points or maybe we could have 
triggered something very lightly but, that’s all. 

 Pat Symonds Okay.  Understood. 

 [Engineer] No worries. 

 Pat Symonds Right, what have we got; f***ing hell we’ve got seven 
seconds to Nakajima. 

 [Engineer] I’m just restarting the servers again [Engineer]. 

 [Engineer] Okay, trying to restart client. 

 Nelson Piquet 
Jnr 

It’s better to count through the laps because I cannot see 
Gabria. 

 [Engineer] It’s better Gabriel on the last lap I guess we should leave 
him. 

 Pat Symonds And then see how quickly we can catch up on Nakajima.  
Nakajima’s doing 50.3. 

 [Engineer] No, he’s going to be much quicker this lap.   

 [Engineer] 1.3 up at the moment. 

 [Engineer] And these tyres are s***. 

 Pat Symonds We need to…I need a bit of help here cos we haven’t got any 
strategy system. 

 [Engineer] I just think, I can’t believe we can’t lap at Nakajima’s pace; 
I’m just worried these tyres are useless and we should get on 
the other ones. 

01.00.50 Pat Symonds Yeah, exactly … 

 [Engineer] We 9/10ths up at the moment. 

 Flavio Briatore Just wait one second guys. 

 [Engineer] We’ve got a much better first sector to come on here. 

 Flavio Briatore Maybe, you know, maybe we need to quicken up now. 

 [Engineer] Yeah, we gone quicker now than Nakajima. 

 Pat Symonds [Engineer], we’re gonna go two. 
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 [Engineer] Okay. 

 Pat Symonds Um, what was our target without this now? 

 [Engineer] Um, 40 was the sort of optimum, and then 40 up to 46 if he 
wanted to cover… 

 Pat Symonds I think we’ll stay at around the 40 mark.   

 [Engineer] Predicted what 47.6 for this lap. 

 Pat Symonds 47 – 6. 

 [Engineer] Yeah. 

 Pat Symonds So point 8, point 8 quicker than Nakajima’s last one yeah? 

 [Engineer] 47 - 1 predicted now.  We’re two seconds up at the moment 
on that lap. 

 [Engineer] We’ve gone below one and a half seconds quicker than him. 

 Pat Symonds One and a half…so we’re going to catch him in about three 
laps.  Yeah? 

 [Engineer] Yep. 

 Pat Symonds Right, I’m going to … I think we’re going to stop him just 
before we catch him and get him out of it, the reason being 
we’ve still got this worry on the on the fuel pump, it’s only a 
couple of laps short, we’re going to be stopping him early 
and we’re going to go to lap 40. 

 [Engineer] Yeah I think so. 

 Pat Symonds 4 - 0.  Lap 40. 

 [Engineer] How’s the balance, Fernando how’s the balance? 

 Pat Symonds Um, acknowledge please Freddie. 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

Very  poor grip. 

 [Engineer] Can you repeat that please? 

 [Engineer] Okay let’s stay as we are, it will be tyres yeah? 

 Pat Symonds That confirms it. 
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 Flavio Briatore ‘Cause no way we’re overtaking Nakajima with these tyre. 

 Pat Symonds Exactly, exactly and I don’t want to waste one second behind 
him. 

 [Engineer] What lap you’re claiming Pat? 

 Pat Symonds Um lap … we’re coming in in a couple of laps something like 
that and then I want you to get to lap 40 please – four zero. 

 [Engineer] Okay lap 40… which fuel system-wise I think we can…we 
can go easily to lap 12 without any problem. 

 Pat Symonds Okay, I think I’m going to stop him the end of 12, that looks 
like it’s all going to work out. 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

Maybe over steering. 

 [Engineer] I’m quite aggressive on rear pressures Pat so… 

 [Engineer] Alright don’t do anything it’s gonna be a different story on the 
other tyre I would imagine. 

 Pat Symonds Yeah exactly.   

 [Engineer] Scupper our rear isn’t it so. 

 Pat Symonds Yeah that wasn’t a great centre.  Right, we’re gonna stop at 
the end of lap 12 guys; we’re going to lap 40. 

 [Engineer] 63 kilogrammes for Fernando – 6 - 3.  Okay? 

 [Engineer] Okay, 63 it is. 

 [Engineer] Okay so pit stop light is…sorry that was too early. 

 [Engineer] Lights on now.   

 [Engineer] Okay light is on. 

 Pat Symonds Yeah with a good lap we’re going to be within a second and 
a half of him which is right. 

 [Engineer] Pat do you still not think that this is a bit early? We only did 
6/10ths that lap. 

 Pat Symonds No, no it’s going to be alright. 
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 [Engineer] Okay, okay. Understood. 

 Flavio Briatore [inaudible]…behind Nakajima now. 

 Pat Symonds I’m having to hand calculate because we haven’t got. 

 [Engineer] Okay. Just we were 3.1 that last lap. 

 Pat Symonds Yeah, I mean we might be able to get one more lap but I’m 
not gonna risk missing anything. 

 [Engineer] Okay Pat, understood understood. 

 [Engineer] [Engineer] so its multi-map 2 and the clutch trim stays where 
it is in 7. 

 [Engineer] Okay mate…[Inaudible]…just to confirm R2, R2. 

 [Engineer] [inaudible] 

 [Engineer] Yes [Engineer] yep that’s right. 

 [Engineer] [inaudible]…front and rear. 

 [Engineer] We’ve got very very low brake [inaudible]. 

 [Engineer] Yes we’re calling the guys in. 

 [Engineer] And in now Fernando in now pit confirm.  40 seconds 
Fernando. 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

Okay in now. 

  [Pause]. 

 Flavio Briatore Anyway we had nothing to lose. 

 Pat Symonds Exactly. 

 [Engineer] 62 [Engineer], 6 - 2.   

 [Engineer] 20 seconds Fernando.  Multi-map 2, multi-map 2.  Guys he’s 
gonna be target plus 8 isn’t he if we go into lap 40, 32 was 
the original one. 

 [Engineer] Yep. 

 [Engineer] You okay for me to tell him that Pat? 
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 Pat Symonds Yep. 

 [Engineer] Fernando you are target plus 8 target plus 8, remember the 
white line. 

 [Engineer] 7.5 Alonso. 

 [Engineer] He’ll know from that we changed the two stops won’t he we 
don’t need to explain that to him?  

 [Engineer] Yep 

 Pat Symonds Look, [Engineer]. 

 [Engineer] 61.5 kilos, 61.5.  

 [Engineer] Okay 61.5. 

 [Engineer] Driving sector 3. 

 Pat Symonds [Engineer]I want you to concentrate on getting this f***ing 
strategy system working.  Um, [Engineer] if you can start 
working out next stops on the times we’re getting, we’ll just 
have to do it manually. 

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 [Engineer] I’m working on it [Engineer]. 

  [Pause]. 

 Pat Symonds Right, now let’s concentrate on Nelson. 

 [Engineer] Pitstop lights gents. 

 [Engineer] [Engineer] break taps before we stop, 6-10 front and rear.  
Predicting 27 mill, end of race.  

01.07.16 [Engineer] Okay, okay, so unless something changes, I’m happy. 

 [Engineer] [Engineer] can you give me some feedback from the pitstop 
because we’ve got a massive hole in the telemetry just over 
at, I couldn’t see anything. 

 [Engineer] Sorry mate I didn’t see anything. 

 [Engineer] He just sat behind Barrichello ain’t he and he’s got massive 
straight line speed give him a little hurry up [Engineer] tell 
him he’s got a load of straight line and advantage on him. 
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 Pat Symonds Just hang on… 

 Flavio Briatore Tell him to push. 

 Pat Symonds …Let me just look at the end of this lap please. Just one 
minute [Engineer] please I just want to see where he is.   

 [Engineer] Understood Pat. 

 [Engineer] Bourdais’ spun, so he’s made a place up there. 

  [Pause]. 

 [Engineer] [inaudible] go to R2. 

 [Engineer] Okay [Engineer] 

 Pat Symonds Okay right [Engineer], you’ve gotta push him really bloody 
hard now if he doesn’t get past Barrichello he’s a, he’s going 
nowhere, he’s got to get past Barrichello this lap. 

 Flavio Briatore Tell him, push. 

 [Engineer] Nelson no excuses now you’ve got to get past Barrichello 
you’ve got four clicks straight line advantage come on you’ve 
got to push now you must get past him. 

 Pat Symonds Tell him to push really hard. 

  [Pause]. 

 [Engineer] This lap now for Nelson is 29 point 1 for mixer five. 

 Pat Symonds Thank you 29 - 1? 

 [Engineer] 29 – 1, yes. 

 Pat Symonds Okay, new target’s 29 – 1. 

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 [Engineer] Fuel level still at 38 kilos? 

 [Engineer] It’s meant to be a little bit less I won’t [inaudible] but you can 
consider 37, 3 - 7. 

 [Engineer] Okay 3 – 7 it is, 3 - 7. 

 Pat Symonds Any clues yet [Engineer]? 
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 [Engineer] No.  

 [Engineer] To me it looks like it didn’t recognise the the session as the 
race of the laptimes are going through somewhere but it 
doesn’t appear there. 

 Pat Symonds No, you’ve got a heartbeat I take it? 

 [Engineer] No.  

 [Multiple 
voices] 

Nelson’s off.  F***ing hell. Nelson’s had a crash I would say 
that would be a red flag its huge [all speaking at the same 
time]. 

 Nelson Piquet 
Jnr 

Sorry guys.  I had a little outing. 

 [Engineer] Is he alright?  Is he alright 

 Pat Symonds Ask him if he’s alright. 

 [Engineer] Are you okay?  Are you okay? 

 [Engineer] Fernando’s just gone past it. 

 [Engineer] Okay yellow flag 

 Nelson Piquet 
Jnr 

Yeah I hit my head in the back.  I think I’m okay. 

 [Engineer] Okay understood. 

 Pat Symonds Right [inaudible] stop him. 

 [Engineer] Safety car, safety car, safety car, safety car, Fernando safety 
car mixture three. 

 Pat Symonds Tell him be careful, be careful, turn 17 I think it is. 

 [Engineer] Mixture three, mixture three. 

 [Engineer] Pat he went through it just after him. 

 Pat Symonds Okay thank you. 

 [Engineer] P zero, P zero 

 [Engineer] [Engineer], he just follows it yeah? 
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 [Engineer] He follows it unless he gets a green light. 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

I overtake the safety car or no? 

 [Engineer] You follow it Fernando follow it unless you get a green light, 
follow the safety car unless you get a green light. 

 [Engineer] F***ing hell that was a big shunt. 

 Flavio Briatore F***ing hell…my every f***ing disgrace, f***ing, he’s not a 
driver. 

 [Engineer] So Fernando just to be clear mixture three and you follow it 
unless you get a green light. 

 [Engineer] Yeah he’s on mixture three and [inaudible] three. 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

Okay. 

 Pat Symonds What position is Fernando in? 

 [Engineer] Well we were twenty, and we’re first guy to pick the safety 
car up. 

 Pat Symonds Yeah we’re not. 

 [Engineer] He will get away past it but he’s got to wait. 

 Pat Symonds Yeah. 

 [Engineer] [Engineer] the car is burning.  I don’t know, uh, [Engineer]. 

 [Engineer] Someone dealing I’ve got [inaudible] from the film or the race 
status it’s all, it’s all dead.  Do you have any clue? 

01.11.09 [Engineer] I’m working with [Engineer] on it now.  

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 [Engineer] Not at the moment. 

 [Engineer] Okay Williams are refuelling 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

Pit lane is closed isn’t it? 

 [Engineer] Yes, yes it is. 
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 [Engineer] Yes, yes pit lane is closed. 

 [Engineer] 6.8 Williams and a penalty.  Rosberg. 

 [Engineer] Did those guys ever get in before the safety car came in? 

 Pat Symonds Yes I think so, yeah. 

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 [Engineer] Yes I think both Red Bulls didn’t they? 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

Is the pit lane closed? 

 [Engineer] Yes, yes.  

 Pat Symonds The pit lane is closed 

 [Engineer] Yes, the pit lane is closed Fernando, the pit lane is closed 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

Rosberg he pit now hasn’t he? 

 Pat Symonds Yes he’ll get a penalty. 

 [Engineer] Yes Rosberg pitted, he will get a penalty there were guys 
that pitted before it came out we believe, think the Red Bulls. 

 [Engineer] And probably Barrichello.  

 Fernando 
Alonso 

I have the green flag, I will overtake. 

 [Engineer] Okay Fernando. 

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 Flavio Briatore What position we are now in the all this? 

 Pat Symonds To be honest, I don’t know Flavio.  It’s got to have been good 
for Fernando but I honestly don’t know where he is. 

 [Engineer] It’s good for changing his tyres. 

 Pat Symonds There’s a Honda stop. 

 [Engineer] Probably run out of fuel. 
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 Flavio Briatore There could [inaudible] fuel. 

 [Engineer] Looks like Barrichello run out, [Engineer]? 

 Pat Symonds Yeah he may well have run out, he’d have been long though 
wouldn’t he? 

 [Engineer] Nah, he’d have been heavy. 

 [Engineer] Is Fernando doing a reasonable pace he needs to sort of get 
on with it catch the safety car up again really. 

 [Engineer] He’s going reasonably. 

 [Engineer] Okay. 

 [Engineer] It’s reasonable Steve it’s not fantastic. 

 [Engineer] Alright. 

 [Engineer] What do you want to do guys? 

 [Engineer] Whatever’s reasonable. 

 [Engineer] We want to keep it out don’t we, we want to keep the safety 
car out don’t we? 

 [Engineer] Yeah yeah but it won’t make any difference though. 

 [Engineer] Okay I just thought it might put more penalties or is it open, 
the pit lane. 

 [Engineer] No, they’ll open the pit lane. 

 [Engineer] Okay, I don’t think they will. 

 [Engineer] But we don’t need to be seen to be delaying it. 

 [Engineer] No, no exactly. 

 [Engineer] He’s going, he was going at a reasonable pace. 

 Pat Symonds Barrichello,  Barrichello did refuel.  Who knows. 

 [Engineer] Did Coulthard and Webber refuel? 

 Pat Symonds I think they both got in before the pit lane closed, we think. 

 [Engineer] Do we know where they were going to? 
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 Pat Symonds No. 

 [Engineer] Honda were affected by this, this interference and he 
stopped on the bridge. 

 Pat Symonds [Engineer] or [Engineer].  [Engineer] or [Engineer].  Any info 
on Red Bull refuel please? 

 [Engineer] Pit lane’s still closed yep. 

 [Engineer] Negative I was waiting for Toyota [inaudible] 

 [Engineer] No I didn’t see them come in. 

 [Engineer] That’ll be a BMW and Ferrari coming in now I think. 

 Pat Symonds BMW and a Ferrari 

 [Engineer] BMW has a penalty. 

  [inaudible] 

 [Engineer] Kubica. 

 [Engineer] 7.85. 

 [Engineer] Kubica’s has just refuelled.  The pit lane was closed.  They’ll 
get a penalty.   

 [Engineer] Kubica 7.7. 

 [Engineer] Where is Nelson?  Have you seen him? 

 Flavio Briatore Is he okay Nelson?  Is he okay? 

 [Engineer] I dunno, yeah have you seen him? 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

The pit lane is still closed until we arrive? 

 [Engineer] He climbed out mate and ran across the track. 

 [Engineer] Yeah, pit lane is still closed. 

 Pat Symonds [Engineer], [Engineer] can you monitor channel, TV channel 
three and let me know as soon as the pit lane opens. 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

[inaudible] 
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 [Engineer] Okay understood Fernando. 

 [Engineer] We’re, our pace at the moment is only 6 seconds off a flying 
lap. 

 [Engineer] Okay, got it. 

 Fernando 
Alonso 

I nearly repeat the time [inaudible]. 

 [Engineer] I nearly repeat the time with the fuel. 

 [Engineer] He means first time laps. 

 [Engineer] Okay understood Fernando. 

 Pat Symonds [inaudible] just run over a marshall. 

 [Engineer] Okay so we are P16. 

 Pat Symonds Has Gabby gone to look for Nelson? 

 [Engineer] Yes. 

01.15.12 Pat Symonds OK.   I mean I’m sure he’s alright, he ran across the track 
alright. 
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APrudom
Callout
Gyro
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Callout
Steering
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Callout
Steering



Track
A8-15 Singapor

Session
R

Sess.Date
28/09/2008

Driver
F Alonso

Car
RE_FA_0

Abs
3219

Run
849

Lap
3

LapTime
1:52.710

MrkConsum
280908

Level
2007

4010.0 3850 3900 3950 4000 4050 m

100.0 

PEDAL
3345

R_BRAKE_PRESS
0

Gyro_cal
-29.7

ADR_STEER
3934

ADR_SPEED
136.8

WHEEL_LF_cal
130.2

WHEEL_RF_cal
137.4

WHEEL_LR_cal
145.8

WHEEL_RR_cal
146.1

APrudom
Callout
Gentle increase in throttle

APrudom
Callout
More rapid

APrudom
Callout
moderate wheel spin

APrudom
Callout
Driver backs off throttle



Track
A8-15 Singapor

Session
R

Sess.Date
28/09/2008

Driver
N Pique

Car
RE_NP_0

Abs
870

Run
247

Lap
15

LapTime
1:41.210

MrkConsum
280908

Level
2029

4003.0 3840 3860 3880 3900 3920 3940 3960 3980 4000 4020 4040 m

100.0 

PEDAL
3691

R_BRAKE_PRESS
0

Gyro_cal
-27.3

ADR_STEER
4168

ADR_SPEED
137.6

WHEEL_LF_cal
133.4

WHEEL_RF_cal
138.2

WHEEL_LR_cal
153.1

WHEEL_RR_cal
153.1

APrudom
Callout
Front wheels

APrudom
Callout
Rear wheels

APrudom
Callout
Rear wheels spin

APrudom
Callout
Rapid increase in throttle pedal
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RENAULT li;ral Team

Enstone, 28 July 2009

Mr. Nelson PIQUET
Rodovia DF-OOl, km 25
Fazenda Piquet
Brasila
DF-BRASIL

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

SENT BY EMAIL AND REGISTERED LETTER

Nelson,

I was extremely shocked to learn from Mathieu Michel, and from Bemie, as a matter of
confirmation, that you would have declared that Nelsinho was asked by Renault to cause an
accident in the 13"th lap of the Grand Prix of Singapore, 2008, in order to have Femando
Alonso win this Grand Prix with the help of the pace car.

I was also extremely shocked to learn that you were threatening to make this contention
before the FIA as a mean of pressure to obtain from Renault, against your silence, a
continuation of the Driving Agreement relating to Nelsinho after the last Hungarian Grand
Prix notwithstanding the option of termination set forth in favor of the team that was agreed
upon between us at the outset of the Nurburgring Race.

Firstly, you can easily imagine that I can certainly not accept your contention that the Renault
Team, myself, and your son entered into some sort of conspiracy that would not only have an
impact on the result of the competition, but actually, that may put at risk the safety of all the
contenders in the Grand Prix just to have Femando Alonso obtaining a racing advantage. I am
outraged that you could think that I myself, not mentioning your son and the other people in
the Renault's Team, could have any part in such a strategy that may constitute a criminal
offense.

Secondly, I am forced to consider that your threat constitutes without doubt a blatant attempt
of exerting blackmail against Renault F 1 and myself to extort an illegitimate advantage by
way of threats and outrageous lies on the basis of an alleged hear-say.

RENAULT
Renault F1 Team Umited - Enstone - Oxfordshire - OX7 4EE - England

Telephone: +44 (0) 1608 678000 Facsimile: +44 (0) 1608678800
Registered Office: 16 Old Bailey - London - EC4M 7EG - England. Registered In England No. 1806337



Page 2 of2 N Piquet's letter 28/7/09

I would not wish this to escalate and I will put your current attitude on the ground of the
disappointment and grief caused by the results obtained so far by Nelsinho in Formula I.
Please be advised, however that, should you take any step in relation with your blackmail, or
make any declaration in connection thereof, I shall have no choice but to introduce against
you, and against Nelsinho as the case may be, any action that way be appropriate before any
criminal and civil court having jurisdiction on the ground of defamation, false accusation
extortion.









 

Chemin de Blandonnet, 2 

CH 1215 Genève 15 

Tel.: +41.22.544.44.00, Fax : + 41.22.544.44.50 

 

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE L' AUTOMOBILE 

 

TELEFAX 
 

 A / TO : ALL TITULAR MEMBERS OF THE WORLD MOTOR SPORT COUNCIL 
 
 DE / FROM : Pierre de CONINCK – Secretary General of the FIA (Sport)  
 
 Date : 4 September 2009  

 
Invitation to an Extraordinary meeting of the WMSC – Monday 21 September 2009  
 
Dear President, 
 
An extraordinary meeting of the WMSC will be held in Paris on 21 September 2009, starting at 
9.30 a.m., to hear representations from ING Renault F1 (Renault) in relation to a charge that, at 
the 2008 Singapore Grand Prix, in breach of Articles 151(c) and/or point 2(c) of Chapter IV of 
Appendix L of the International Sporting Code, and/or in breach of Articles 3.2, 30.3 and/or 39.1 
of the Formula One Sporting Regulations, it conspired with its driver, Nelson Piquet Junior, to 
cause a deliberate crash with the aim of causing the deployment of the safety car to the 
advantage of its other driver, Fernando Alonso. 
 
It being impractical to reconvene the Stewards of the 2008 Singapore Grand Prix, an 
investigation was effected by the Stewards of the 2009 Belgian Grand Prix and the enclosed 
report has been prepared and sent to Renault.  Additional documents (including transcripts of 
interviews with Renault personnel) have also been sent to Renault and will be available for 
Council members at the meeting on 21 September 2009.  In the event that you would like to 
review these additional documents in advance of the meeting, please contact the FIA 
Secretariat.  
 
Could you please confirm your attendance at the above meeting, by return fax? If you are 
unable to change your plans for this period, please be so kind as to indicate to which WMSC 
member you will give your proxy. 
 
I thank you for your cooperation and remain, 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Pierre de Coninck  
 
 
 
 
 



 

Chemin de Blandonnet, 2 

CH 1215 Genève 15 

Tel.: +41.22.544.44.00, Fax : + 41.22.544.44.50 

 
 

 
FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE L'AUTOMOBILE 

 
 

EXTRAORDINARY WORLD MOTOR SPORT COUNCIL 
21 SEPTEMBER 2009 – FIA PARIS (SALLE DU COMITÉ)  9:30 AM 

 
 
 

PARTICIPATION FORM FOR TITULAR MEMBERS 
 
 

 
 NAME : ________________________________________________ 
 
 

 

 

�  WILL ATTEND THE MEETING 

 

 

�  WILL NOT ATTEND THE MEETING 

      AND GIVE MY PROXY TO : 

 

       .................................................. 

 

 

 
�  WILL ATTEND THE LUNCH 
 

 
�  WILL NOT ATTEND THE LUNCH 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Date: ................................................. 
 
 
Signature : ....................................... 
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